
4 WAYS TO DRIVE MORE HIGH-VALUE APPOINTMENTS

WEBINAR RECAP

Most healthcare practices are still recovering from temporary closures due to COVID-19 and 
are seeking out more high-dollar appointments to fill their calendars. At the same time, these 
practices are still operating with limited staff and schedules due to continued restrictions and 
have become more selective when it comes to booking appointments. While every appointment 
opportunity is still important, it’s critical that practices make the most of their high-value 
opportunities and focus on driving more of these to their practices. 

Below are four recommendations to capture and drive more high-value opportunities to 
your practice:

EFFECTIVELY LEVERAGE WAITLISTS1
Many practices are purposely leaving room on their schedules for more high-
value appointments.

•

Furthermore, many of these practices are relying on waitlists to fill any open or 
remaining appointment times at the last minute.

•

Dedicate a team member to call patients on the waitlist the day prior if there are 
any open spots on the schedule that have not been filled.

•

UTILIZE KEYWORD SEARCH TECHNOLOGY2
Keyword Search allows you to quickly and easily uncover calls for particular high-
value appointment types and procedures.

•

Identify and call back any high-value appointment opportunities that were 
mishandled or not booked.

•

Gain a better understanding of which marketing sources are bringing in the 
most high-value opportunities and which staff members are most successful at 
converting those high-value callers.

•



DRIVE THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES TO YOUR BEST STAFF4
Put your best phone handlers on the toughest and most valuable phone calls.•
Optimize call routing to direct certain types of high-value calls to your best agents.•
Ensure return calls from patients looking to schedule high-value procedures are 
routed directly to your best agents.

•

OPTIMIZE YOUR MARKETING EFFORTS3
Identify which marketing sources are actually driving high-revenue opportunities.•
Focus your marketing dollars on the sources that are resulting in scheduled high-
value appointments.

•

If you have any questions about best practices for driving more high-value 
appointments to your practice and would like to talk further with a Call Box 

Specialist, email content@callbox.com!
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